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As a Member-at-Large on the IDS Governing Board, I will commit my own services insofar as

I am able to promote IDS’s objectives. I will try to bring an independent perspective and to

build bridges of cooperation with other related groups and agencies.

Trained in Space Geodesy with an expertise in global terrestrial reference frames and their

relations to Earth rotation, gravity and mass transport, I’ve utilized over the years DORIS

(frame) data and have worked in close cooperation with the IDS combination center actively

supporting them in the assessment and evaluation of their combined products.

Although far from being a specialist in DORIS systems, I could bring to the table of

discussion the viewpoint of a DORIS data user whose inter-disciplinary and

multi-space-geodetic-technique approach to research can help better inform IDS on the

quality and accuracy of its frame products in relation to other observing systems’.

If elected, I would be honoured to closely work with the IDS analysis centers, the

combination center, and the Central Bureau in order to assess the integrity and utmost

accuracy of IDS (frame) products with particular emphasis on

• Coordinates and Velocities of the IDS tracking stations

• Geocenter and Scale of the IDS frame products in SINEX format

• Earth Orientation Parameters.

It’s been thrilling to witness how, throughout the years, DORIS, under the aegis of IDS, has

grown and matured into an observing system capable of producing such a remarkable amount
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of outstanding science. At this moment, as IDS continues to promote and disseminate to the

geodetic and geophysical community increasingly accurate DORIS products, it would be an

honour to be associated with such a dynamic and worthy organization. I truly hope that my

involvement can contribute in some small way to an even more successful IDS.

With My Kindest Regards

Claudio Abbondanza


